
Invest for Excel 3.3, DataPartner 
--------------------------------- 
 
 
NEW FEATURES 
------------ 
 
 
  Compilation 3.3.003 
  ------------------- 
 
- Average RONA and EVA in profitability analysis is shown 
  for the entire calculation term. Previously average RONA 
  and EVA was shown for the first 3 years. 
 
- The old investment carry-over option behaviour has changed 
  so that depreciation is calculated only for the calculation  
  term. This allows easier balancing of opening Blanace sheet. 
 
- File version numbers available for calculation files in  
  "About Invest for Excel" dialog box. 
 
 
  Compilation 3.3.002 
  ------------------- 
 
- Program code digital certificate updated. New certificate valid  
  until August 12, 2008. 
 
- Polish user manual. 
 
 
  Compilation 3.3.001 
  ------------------- 
 
- Acquisition: allocation of overvalue according to IFRS 3. 
 
- Optional IFRS reports sheet added to investment file. Separation of  
  continuing and discontinued operations items is done in  
  Calculations sheet row-handling-dialog boxes. 
 
- Possibility to use variable discount rate. 
 
- Depreciation dialog box: majority of options hidden behind a  
  "More options" button. 
 
- Calculated depreciation added. 
 
- Key financials table added. 
 



- Analyses extended for key financials. 
 
- Macro definitions. Assign custom macros to your own buttons.  
 
 
BUG FIXES 
--------- 
 
 
  Compilation 3.3.003 
  ------------------- 
 
- The goodwill method dropdown list remained hidden after  
  unhiding goodwill calculation in Investment table. This  
  problem has been fixed. 
 
- Numbers less than 1000 was shown in format "0 000" in the 
  profitability analysis payback chart. This problem has  
  been fixed. 
 
- Comparison file IRR chart IRR/MIRR-dropdown list was not  
  active. This problem has been fixed.  
 
- The depreciation for an old investment in the first period 
  of the calculation was wrong in some cases if the first  
  period was not a full financial year. This problem has  
  been fixed. 
 
- Snapshot file creation was interrupted to ask for password 
  for a user-added sheet that was protected with a password. 
  This behaviour has been changed so that snapshot saving is 
  not interrupted. 


